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In Brief
Decades of continuing failures to achieve
globally-agreed climate policy that is
sufficient and fast enough to solve the
climate change emergency is evidence that an
additional policy track is needed, while the
UNFCCC continues its effort. The article
proposes a national-level policy framework
that is capable of quickly cutting fossil fuel
emissions to zero. If implemented by a major
CO2 emitting nation, or better yet a club of a
few such nations, a credible attempt could
then be made to persuade other nations to
follow suit. They could do so individually, or
ideally en masse at a UNFCCC Conference
of Parties. The article’s proposal could break the global climate policy logjam.
The peril that the United States and all of humanity face from global climate change is readily evident.
The extraordinary climate-related catastrophes in recent years have become almost routine. Extreme
weather events are becoming more intense and more frequent, with regions sometimes suffering backto-back or even concurrent disasters. Emergency response capacity is being stretched thin, recoveries are
prolonged, and migrations from climate-impacted areas are testing the world, politically and morally.
In July 2019, five months after the Green New Deal bills (H. R. Res. 109/S. Res. 59) were introduced in
Congress, an additional pair of resolutions declaring a climate emergency was introduced in the House
by Representatives Earl Blumenauer and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and in the Senate by Bernie Sanders
(H. R. Con. Res. 52/ S. Con. Res. 22), currently with 103 and eight cosponsors, respectively. The pair
“demands a massive-scale mobilization to halt, reverse, and address [the emergency’s] consequences
and causes” including “a managed phase out of the use of oil, gas, and coal to keep fossil fuels in the
ground.” While the resolution addresses the need to control all greenhouse gases, its concept of a
managed phase out of fossil fuels goes directly to the root of the largest U.S. contribution to climate
breakdown.
We propose a “Cap and Adapt” policy to accomplish the resolution’s proposed managed phaseout of
fossil fuels at a speed matching the last-minutes-to-midnight urgency of our climate plight. It is, by
design, inherently failsafe, both for meeting any target date for the phaseout and for meeting the needs
of individuals, families, communities, and the national economy.
The term “failsafe” emerged in the 1950s to describe systems designed to anticipate potential problems
and succeed even in the face of individual failures. A failsafe system does not depend on everything
working without interruption but instead builds in effective responses to a breakdown. In everyday
language, it typically means a system that is surefire or can’t miss: “unlikely or unable to fail” (Oxford
dictionary); “designed so that if one part of it does not work, the whole thing does not become

dangerous” (Cambridge dictionary); and which “inherently responds in a way that will cause no or
minimal harm … to the environment or people” (Wikipedia).
Writing during the COVID-19 pandemic reminds us of how quickly conditions can change. But it’s
important to recognize that when the public-health crisis abates, the nation will face countless more
climate-aggravated blizzards, heatwaves, ice storms, wildfires, hurricanes, and floods. Congressional
progressives will need to introduce a full-strength draft bill that decisively tackles the fossil fuels
problem with a phase-out schedule of appropriate speed that includes a social and economic safety net.
We suggest Cap and Adapt.
Leading the target: A failsafe climate policy for fossil fuels
In principle the Cap and Adapt policy is:
·

fast-acting and inherently failsafe for delivering essentially zero fossil fuel emissions
(recognizing there will be reasons for continuing to produce those fuels at very low levels), by
whatever date will be targeted; while being

·

fair, equitable, and inherently failsafe in meeting the needs of the economy, regions,
communities, families, and individuals.

The framework has three parts. The first is a cap on fossil fuel extraction and imports, which declines on
a fixed schedule prescribed in the legislation. The cap has primacy in the framework, because
stabilizing—and then reversing—the climate crisis must have primacy in public policy. The other two
parts, which help society and the economy adapt to that declining supply of fossil fuels, are an enhanced
Green New Deal to facilitate the just and complete transition of the U.S. economy to 100% renewable
energy, along with a standby program to smoothly and fairly ration national fossil fuel supplies in the
event of energy shortages during the transition.
How fast can Cap and Adapt go in eliminating fossil fuels? We propose a ten-year end date, attaining
essentially zero fossil fuel use in the United States by 2031. The extraction and import of each kind of
fossil fuel and the embedded emissions in imported goods decline to near-nil in ten equal, annual steps.
Each annual step is 10% of the quantity of fuels extracted and of the carbon content of goods imported
in 2019, the base year we use. However, Cap and Adapt will work for any target date that is established
in legislation or by executive order. Ours is an emergency proposal, in contrast to carbon budget-based
target dates in other policy proposals (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2018;5 United
Nations Environment Programme, 2019).6 Those plans are premised on keeping temperature rise below
the arbitrary, very unsafe 1.5°C or 2°C levels and they lead to net-zero emissions dates of 2040, 2050, or
beyond.
We acknowledge that the Cap and Adapt proposal sets a high bar that is difficult to clear politically. But
in the face of the deepening climate emergency, a bold proposal that leads the target for legislative
potential and helps move the goalposts is vital. A weaker policy on fossil fuels or their emissions, if
adopted, will fail. Cap and Adapt starts at the top of the fossil fuel supply chain, where regulation is
effective, easy to accomplish, and can be failsafe for cutting emissions. Cap and Adapt has three parts:
the cap, a mobilization, and standby rationing.
1. The Cap
This top level of the framework implements the congressional emergency resolution’s call for “a
managed phase-out of the use of oil, gas and coal.” It puts a stepwise linearly7 declining cap (an upper
limit on the amount of fuel extracted from the ground or imported and on the embedded emissions in
imported goods) that will reach essentially zero before a specified date. Each year until then, fossil fuel
extractors and importers (“producers”) will be issued free, non-tradeable permits for specific quantities
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of the raw or imported fuels each is allowed to produce. For domestic producers, this applies at the well
or mine; for importers, to the imported raw or finished fuel. The end date will be specified in the
legislation and should be aggressive. The cap’s linear rate of decline is identical for overall production
of each kind of raw fossil fuel. The annual decline and the permitted production of oil, gas, and coal will
be measured in barrels, cubic feet, and tons, respectively, not in carbon content or dollar value.
By its nature, the
declining cap is
failsafe for meeting the
target date because it
directly reduces the
production of carbon
that would be emitted
as CO2, the fixed-bylaw schedule cannot
easily be relaxed, and
it is enforceable
through permits. An
aggressive cap will
send a strong signal
that new fossil fuelconsuming
infrastructure should
not be built and that
existing infrastructure
will soon have to be
retired, much of it
before its normal end
of life. Recent research
shows that early retirement of that infrastructure is necessary, even for policies less stringent than Cap
and Adapt.8
To avoid inflation, the permits will be issued at no cost, other than perhaps a fee to cover the program’s
administration expenses. A price on permits is unnecessary for controlling emissions because the
declining cap accomplishes that. Price controls can be utilized if they are necessary to prevent inflation
and profiteering.
Importation of goods is a path for some CO2 emissions to “leak” around the domestic cap on fuels
extraction, in the form of emissions made outside our borders during manufacture and transport before
products reach the port of entry. Such leakage would disadvantage domestic manufacturers and undercut
the nation’s emissions reductions. Leakage can be reduced or eliminated with border carbon
adjustments, or BCAs (Mehling et al., 2019).9 These must be designed to comply with requirements of
international trade treaties, principally the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).10,11 Border
adjustments can be made either through quantity ceilings on various kinds of imports, or tariffs on them.
2. Mobilization: Adapting to the phase-out
A nationwide mobilization of industry, the economy, and the workforce is a necessary part of the
program to eliminate America’s fossil fuel emissions, as envisioned in the Green New Deal resolution
and the climate emergency resolution. The purpose is to supplant fossil energy through electrification,
the construction of a 100% renewable energy supply, and the necessary electricity distribution networks,
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and by making energy efficiency and conservation improvements. Combining the Green New Deal with
the other two parts of the policy framework should eliminate the “rebound effect”—the tendency of
improvements in efficiency to lead to more, not less, consumption. With fossil fuel increasingly
restricted by the cap, the primary purpose for improving efficiency becomes stretching the utility of
fossil fuels and electricity more so than cost savings. Even so, at this systemic level, the cap prevents
aggregate cost savings made through energy efficiency from increasing fossil fuel use.
The Green New Deal will need to be enhanced with new mechanisms that allocate the diminishing
supplies of fossil fuels and imported goods to the economy’s various sectors in a way that meets
people’s needs. A particularly important sector is the Green New Deal’s industrial mobilization, because
the energy transition must be completed on schedule. This supply-side allocation mechanism should
operate without putting a price on carbon or fuels.
While the Green New Deal is not yet a detailed proposal to Congress, we rely here on its spirit as
expressed in HR109/SR59 and its call for rapid mobilization. We also foresee the Green New Deal
repurposing some economic sectors to meet the needs of the transition, as was done during the World
War II industrial mobilization.12 Importantly, Green New Deal policies will also ensure that no one will
be left behind in the transition, and that employment opportunities created by the transition from fossil
fuels are open to all, including people from the replaced industries.
3. Standby rationing: Adapting if shortages occur
A ready-to-go rationing program is necessary in the event that renewable energy capacity (thermal or
electric), its supporting infrastructure (e.g., the expanded electric grid), and energy efficiency
improvements can’t be put in place fast enough to fully substitute for the cap-enforced decline in fossil
fuels. This rationing of fossil fuels would be by quantity (volume or weight of the fuel), instead of by
price, as is the case today.
The standby rationing program serves as a kind of insurance policy. Some technology advocates believe
expansion of renewable energy, energy efficiency improvements, and demand reduction can completely
displace and substitute for fossil energy in time to prevent climatic disaster.13 If that turns out to be
accurate, a Green New Deal would be sufficient and rationing would not be triggered. However, other
researchers have concluded that even a rapid buildup of renewable energy could not completely replace
the quantity of energy currently being supplied by fossil fuels.14,15 If the non-fossil energy buildup does
not keep up with fossil fuel reductions—which we strongly suspect will be the case—rationing would be
a vital safety-net for society, national security, and achieving the necessary climate target. If rationing
were triggered, it would affect most dramatically those households (generally affluent ones) with large
carbon footprints.
The role of rationing, if shortages arise, would be to ensure fair distribution of available fuels and
electricity to households and other end users, satisfy the basic personal needs of all, and avoid the
chaotic ad hoc rationing-by-queuing seen during the 1970s oil crisis, when frustrated drivers waited in
long lines at the gas pumps. This fair-shares rationing system will issue personal allowances for
purchases of fuels and major fuel-using transport services, such as air travel.
Rationing is a policy of last resort, but one with popular appeal under dire circumstances, when people
are convinced that it is necessary. Rationing would apply to everyone equally; be fairly administered;
and be vigorously enforced to ensure violators are few. This acceptance and success has been
demonstrated, both historically and in contemporary societies worldwide, most notably in the United
Kingdom and United States during World War II.16,17,18
Some have called for using fossil fuel rationing as a mechanism to reduce CO2 emissions. In Cap and
Adapt, the cap performs the emissions-reduction role, with rationing’s role to be at the ready to ensure
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the climate-failsafe policy is also socially failsafe. Ending fossil fuel use is required; rationing, if
needed, is the last of two mechanisms for adapting the nation to that need.
Rationing allowances, like the cap, would be denominated in quantities of fuel, not dollars or relative
carbon content. Individuals would have rationing smart-cards, automatically credited with fresh
allowances every week and debited when making purchases. Detailed systems for this kind of rationing
have been developed but would need to be adjusted for the current situation. For example, more than a
decade ago, the U.K. Parliament considered the concept of transferable energy quotas, or TEQs.19 The
TEQs approach is based on using market price for industrial allocation and personal trading of carbon
quotas, but Cap and Adapt proposes doing this without reliance on price. TEQs were dismissed then as
being ahead of their time, but with the now-recognized climate emergency such an approach is timely
and urgently needed, in the form of Cap and Adapt.
Several kinds of rationing systems are possible, and any could be used in our climate policy framework.
Personal allowances could be either tradeable or non-tradeable, and if they were tradeable that could be
through personal sales or via an equitable non-price means. Our belief is that precluding the pricing or
sale of allowances, but providing a system for equitable access to a pool of unused allowances, would
make the system fairer and better functioning.
Institutionalizing the framework’s two adaptation features
The successful national mobilization during World War II is a model for today. It supported the U.S.
economy and society while pursuing the overwhelming task at hand, made sweeping changes in public
institutions and policies, and instituted macro-scale government interventions in the economy. The War
Production Board, for example, managed the allocation of resources among the military, industrial, and
civilian sectors. The Office of Price Administration oversaw price controls and consumer rationing, with
local rationing boards that were attuned to local needs handing the day-to-day mechanics. Pricing was
not used to make any of these allocations. The bureaucracy required to administer all this was
surprisingly modest in size, employing fewer people than the U.S. Post Office of the time.20
Today, the nation’s urgent climate obligation requires a rapid, whole-economy transition from the use of
harmful energy sources that are deeply embedded in the economy. The Climate Mobilization, a national
climate emergency organization, has published a “Victory Plan”21 describing several agencies that, as in
WWII, would be required to ensure sufficiency and fairness for all under our proposed cap. Cap and
Adapt uses the same kind of non-price mechanism as then to allocate fossil fuels among the economy’s
sectors, executed flexibly by a government agency to adapt to changing circumstances during the
transition. The objective is to ensure that increasingly scarce fossil fuels are prioritized to the production
and direct uses that are most needed by society and for the build-out of the transition to a fossil-fuel-free
economy. Issuing fossil fuel allowances among the sectors22 is a zero-sum game; because of the cap, an
increased allocation to one economic sector means a lower allocation for other sectors. Allocation
decisionmaking needs to include public consultation processes at the national, regional, and community
levels (including frontline communities, those disadvantaged communities that bear the brunt of impacts
from industrialization and pollution) and recognize differing needs among regions and between seasons.
Just as with the cap’s free issuance of fossil fuel production permits, the allowances for fossil fuel use
allocated to the economic sectors would also be free. This avoids inflation and keeps fuels affordable,
until the time their production is eliminated. If price gouging begins to occur, price controls could be
applied. Everyone normally expects that lower prices will lead to increased consumption and emissions.
But here, the cap on fossil fuel extraction completely decouples price level from consumption and
emissions (although fossil fuel prices should nonetheless be maintained above the prices of renewable
energy). So, employing price controls would not impair the rapid elimination of these fuels.
Furthermore, there would be no argument for using a carbon tax to reduce fossil-fuel demand, because
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emissions will be controlled by the declining cap on fossil fuels. Another way Cap and Adapt drives
energy consumption away from fossil fuels is the cap’s transparent, definite schedule for rapid
elimination of fossil fuels in the marketplace. It would provide certainty for consumers, industry, and
financiers.
Similar to the allocation of fuels, the permits for importation of emissions that are embedded in goods
would be issued at no cost and the allocations to various sectors of the economy would give priority to
the needs of society and the energy transition. Here too, the no-cost permits would help avoid inflation,
and also help prevent complaints under international trade agreements that the free allocation of
domestically extracted fuels is a non-price barrier to trade. Besides contributing to reductions in the
nation’s carbon footprint, the border carbon adjustment involved in this would serve a leadership
function, encouraging exporting nations to shift to carbon-free production, an effect amplified by the
fact that the cap declines rapidly to nearly nil.
Comparison to other policy approaches
Cap and Adapt vs. carbon pricing
Pricing strategies such as carbon fee-and-dividend, cap and trade, or polluter-pays taxation (which really
means the customer pays) rely on indirect economic linkages, operate through time-wasting gradualism,
and offer incomplete emissions reductions. Because prices are a familiar feature of the economy, using
them to try to control greenhouse gas emissions and to distribute fossil fuels within the economy seems
natural to many people. But that pricing is poison for climate policy, as indicated by the angry reaction
of the Yellow Vest movement in France to rising fuel prices,23 failures of two State of Washington
voter initiatives,24 and the repeal of Australia’s carbon tax.25 Several studies show that to be effective,
the price on carbon would have to rise to hundreds or even thousands of dollars per ton.5,26 This is
inflationary and pits everyone against everyone else, instead of fostering a sense of common purpose.
Another difficulty with pricing is that the ability to pay—the wealthy always have much more ability
than others—would influence the allocation of fuels to different uses (e.g., to jet fuel rather than
gasoline) and to different sectors of production (e.g., favoring luxury goods over necessities). That has
been acceptable to many in a time of unrestrained energy consumption, but it cannot be tolerated when
available energy is limited. The systemic, inherent unfairness and counter-efficiency of pricing
mechanisms are seeds for malfunction or self-destruction of a policy. In contrast, a policy focus on
phasing-out the sources of carbon—directly keeping the devil in the ground—is simpler and more
reliable than trying to reduce emissions indirectly by pricing carbon. And history shows that it will spark
far less resentment.
Although taxes on carbon or fossil fuels could help fund the energy transition, we are now too late in
attacking climate change to rely on such partial, unreliable solutions for reducing emissions. The funds
generated by a carbon or fuel tax would decline under an effective climate policy as less fuel is used,
with revenue reaching low levels just at the time when the more expensive-to-reach, high-hanging fruit
in the mitigation technology tree becomes crucial. Better funding options include taxes on wealth or
high incomes, redirecting subsidies presently going to the fossil fuel industry, or using modern monetary
theory.27,28,29
Cap and Adapt vs. other “managed decline” proposals
Oil Change International and others have proposed a different approach, which they categorize as a
“managed decline” policy.30 This uses a prohibition on new development of fossil fuel deposits and
further exploration, rather than using a hard-and-fast schedule for reduction in the flow of all fuel. This
approach is passive; by not regulating sources that are already producing, it sets the fossil fuel end-date
to be when existing sources happen to reach depletion. Because of this limitation, managed decline can’t
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achieve the aggressive end-dates that climate activists are increasingly demanding. Furthermore, not
addressed is the potential for a gap between this policy’s putative decline in fossil fuel extraction and the
capability of a Green New Deal to, at all times, adapt to that decline. The proposal isn’t failsafe for
meeting an emissions target by any specific date, much less an aggressive date, or for protecting people
in the event of possible fossil fuel shortages.
Conclusion
The Green New Deal resolution expresses hope, but not certainty, that its massive ten-year national
mobilization will get the nation to net-zero emissions. It has no provision for ensuring that performance.
The climate emergency resolution before the Congress recognizes that a managed phase-out of all fossil
fuels is required. With respect to fossil fuel emissions, Cap and Adapt embodies the intents of both
resolutions. And it takes their concepts further, with a coordinated three-part framework designed to be
failsafe for accomplishing the fossil fuel phase-out on an aggressive schedule, and to be failsafe for the
needs of the economy and people in the event that shortages develop.
Although a policy might be functionally failsafe due to its nature, no policy can be politically failsafe
after it’s adopted. Any effective policy will always be open to challenge. The best that can be done is to
make the policy inherently fair, which provides some immunity from being repealed or weakened, while
still achieving its purpose. Cap and Adapt’s adaptive features provide fairness that helps defend against
challenges to the cap. This is the best that any climate policy can do politically and still be effective.
Green and Denniss (2018)31 have called for emissions-cutting climate policy to use “both arms of the
scissors,” meaning supply-side and demand-side approaches. Cap and Adapt does so, with the primary
element being the supply-side cap on fossil fuel production and imports. It then uses two kinds of
demand-side policies to adapt society and the economy to the cap and provide a safety net. We believe
Cap and Adapt offers both speed and effectiveness and is as failsafe as any climate policy can be. If
adopted in one major emitting nation, that nation can then inspire its cohorts to follow suit.32
The Cap & Adapt solution, in sum:
1. Place a simple, easily understood and enforced cap on the quantity of each kind of fossil fuel (oil, gas,
coal – by volume or weight) at the point it enters the national economy, and reduce the cap on each
one in equal annual steps until the amount entering the economy reaches zero. In a fast decline to zero
(10 or 15 years) there is no need to base the caps on the fuels’ differing carbon content per unit
energy; using quantity if effective.
2. Using national, regional and local boards (as during WWII), allocate each year’s available fossil fuels
to where they are most needed or beneficial: among economic sectors, regions and communities of all
kinds; in consideration of the seasons; and for the needs of the Green New Deal’s transitional
mobilization. To avoid inflation, the allocations should be free and non-tradeable, which is possible
because cap fully controls fossil fuel emissions, and because price controls can be used if necessary.
Optionally, pricing can be used in the allocations, but seems unnecessary and likely
counterproductive.
3. To make up for the decline and elimination of fossil fuels in the economy, a Green New Deal will
build renewable energy infrastructure and seek to reduce energy demand by improving energy
efficiency and other means. The Green New Deal will also ensure a just transition for workers and
communities.
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4. If the decline and elimination of fossil fuels results in shortages (but which some scientists say can be
avoided) a rationing program planned out in advance will be used if, when and to the extent
necessary. This will provide fairness and avoid the chaos that unplanned, ad hoc rationing caused in
the 1970s. Cap & Adapt can accommodate either tradeable or non-tradeable allowance schemes for
rationing.
5. One major GHG-emitting nation, or a club of a few of them, could adopt policy based on the above
Cap & Adapt framework, and then work to persuade other nations to follow suit, either individually
or en masse at a UNFCCC Conference of Parties.
The authors believe Cap & Adapt is a complete framework for policy that can, as safely and quickly as
possible, eliminate fossil fuels at the national level, and perhaps beyond. Even if not ultimately adopted,
Cap & Adapt can serve as a benchmark for judging the effectiveness of other policy proposals.
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